INSTRUCTIONS:

IMPORTANT: read these instructions carefully before using the coffeemaker. Proper use and care of this unit will keep it in good condition and ensure trouble-free operation for years to come.

1. Before brewing coffee for the first time, please run this coffeemaker twice without coffee, using only clear cold water to clean out any impurities and to prepare the inside of the unit for perfect brewing. Turn the unit off and allow it to cool down for five minutes between the two cycles.

2. Connect the supplied car cord into your 12V power source (e.g. auto cigarette lighter outlet or other 12V power supply having a minimum 10 amp. output).

3. Fill the carafe with the desired amount of fresh cold water. Raise the lid of the water reservoir and pour in the water from the carafe (fig. 1). The amount of water in the reservoir is shown by the water level indicator (fig. 2).

4. Swing out filter to the right. Fold over the seamed edges of the coffee filter and place it in the swing out filter (fig. 3). Scoop the desired amount of fine ground coffee in the filter. Swing filter back into position and lock in place.

5. Select the type of coffee you wish to brew - on the top of the unit (fig. 4), slide the brew-select lever to the left for a smoother, more mellow-tasting coffee, to the right for a stronger, more robust flavor.
6. Place carafe with lid on the hotplate under the filter.

7. Switch the coffeemaker on - the on/off switch will light up, showing that the unit is operating (fig. 5).

8. The “drip-stop” feature prevents dripping when the carafe is removed (fig. 6).

9. As long as the unit is switched on, the hotplate will keep the coffee at hot serving temperature. For best results, it is advisable not to keep filtered coffee warm for more than one hour.

Note:

- Before starting the brewing process, the lid must be on the glass carafe to ensure the filter outlet is open.
- Switch the unit off between brewing cycles and leave it to cool down for at least five minutes.
CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

Always disconnect the unit from the power supply before cleaning.

Detachable parts:
Swing-out filter, glass carafe and lid may be cleaned with hot water and dish washing liquid or may be washed in the dishwasher.

Basic appliance:
Use a soft clamp cloth and some dish washing liquid for cleaning the outside of the unit. Coffeemaker and its cord are not immersible and should not be washed under running water. Do not use scouring pads or harsh abrasives.
SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

1. Only connect the power cord to a 12V power supply.
2. Never use AC current to run this appliance.
3. When the coffee maker is switched on, some parts (e.g. hotplate) become very hot. Do not touch these parts as burning may result.
4. Always keep this appliance out of reach of children.
5. Never allow the power cord to come into contact with the hotplate.
6. Always remove the plug from the power supply before cleaning this unit, and when unit is not in use.
7. Never immerse the appliance in water.
8. Do not place glass carafe and lid in the microwave or on a stove top as this could damage the glass and plastic.
9. Do not let the empty carafe on the hotplate for extended periods of time.
10. Do not use hot water to brew coffee. Only fresh, cold water should be used.
11. Do not fill the reservoir above the maximum fill line.
12. Do not turn the coffeemaker on without first filling the reservoir. Do not run unit dry.
13. It is not advisable to remove the carafe from the hotplate until the brewing cycle has finished and all the water has run through, otherwise the anti-drip devise may cause the filter to overflow.
14. As the coffee maker is not waterproof, be certain to use and store it in a dry place.
15. Use this appliance with your vehicle’s engine ON to avoid draining of your battery.
16. The replacement of the cord and all other repairs must be carried out by authorized service centers only.